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We calculate the nonlinear cotunneling conductance through a quantum dot with three electrons occupying
the three highest-lying energy levels. Starting from a three-orbital Anderson model, we apply a generalized
Schrieffer-Wolff transformation to derive an effective Kondo model for the system. Within this model we
calculate the nonequilibrium occupation numbers and the corresponding cotunneling current to leading order in
the exchange couplings. We identify the inelastic cotunneling thresholds and their splittings with applied
magnetic field, and make a qualitative comparison to recent experimental data on carbon nanotube and InAs
quantum-wire quantum dots. Further predictions of the model such as cascade resonances and a magnetic-field
dependence of the orbital level splitting are not yet observed but within reach of recent experimental work on
carbon nanotube and InAs-nanowire quantum dots.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.79.045105 PACS numbers: 73.63.Nm, 72.10.Fk, 72.15.Qm, 73.23.Hk
I. INTRODUCTION
The Kondo effect has been observed in a number of dif-
ferent quantum dot QD and single-molecule devices.1–5
The effect is manifested as a sharp conductance peak at zero-
bias voltage, developing when the temperature is lowered
beyond the characteristic Kondo temperature. It relies on a
spin-degenerate ground state on the quantum dot, which
gives rise to logarithmically singular spin-flip scattering of
the conduction electrons traversing the dot. Meanwhile, for
quantum dots with sufficiently small level spacings or
slightly broken degeneracies, the Kondo peak at zero-bias
voltage can be flanked by two or more satellite steps or even
peaks in the nonlinear conductance. Such inelastic cotunnel-
ing features are often seen in both GaAs,6 carbon
nanotube7–9 CNT, and InAs-wire5,10 quantum dots but in
most cases they are masked by charge excitations which can
be nearby in energy, and for this reason they have not re-
ceived much attention.
Single-molecule transistors, on the other hand, exhibit a
much larger charging energy, EC 100 meV instead of 5
meV, say, for a typical quantum dot. At the same time, these
molecular systems often display a number of degeneracies
which are weakly broken once the molecule is contacted by
source and drain electrodes, thus inducing splittings of the
order of a few meV. Most recently, this was seen in Refs. 11
and 12, where junctions holding an OPV5, or a C60 mol-
ecule, respectively, showed a very clear singlet-triplet split-
ting on the scale of 1 meV together with a charging energy of
the order of 100 meV. This is a very convenient separation of
energy scales which raises the experimental resolution of in-
elastic cotunneling phenomena to new standards. Neverthe-
less, given the simpler level structure of most conventional
QD devices, it is desirable to revisit and understand the de-
tails of interorbital transitions better in these systems. This is
what we set out to do in the present paper.
In the following, we study the case of a quantum dot
occupied by an odd number of electrons featuring a spin-
doublet ground state, giving rise to a zero-bias Kondo peak,
but with additional orbitals/levels leading to flanking inelas-
tic cotunneling steps or peaks. The basic three-orbital Ander-
son model is illustrated in Fig. 1 and will be shown to host a
variety of different I-V characteristics depending on the rela-
tive magnitudes of the six different tunneling amplitudes.
This three-orbital model was briefly discussed by some of
the present authors in Ref. 5 cf. inset of Fig. 4b, where it
was invoked to explain the relatively sharp peaks at finite
bias flanking a zero-bias Kondo effect observed in an InAs
quantum-wire dot.5 The measured nonlinear conductance
curves for varying applied magnetic fields are shown in Fig.
2. This experiment constitutes one of the rare cases where
such side peaks could actually be resolved.
As one further example, Fig. 3 shows similar data re-
corded on a single-walled CNT QD. Both sets of measure-
ments show well-defined peaks which split into weak thresh-
olds on applying a magnetic field. Notice the different field
strengths needed in the two experiments, reflecting the
roughly four times larger spin-orbit enhanced g factor in
InAs as compared to the CNT.
The bulk of this paper deals with leading-order nonequi-
librium cotunneling for the three-orbital Anderson model in
FIG. 1. Color online Illustration of the setup. We consider the
three highest-lying levels of a quantum dot, separated by energies 
and . Both orbitals are connected to source left lead and drain
right lead via six different tunnel couplings tn. The dot is in the
Coulomb-blockade regime with the three levels adjusted by a gate
to accommodate exactly three electrons.
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the Kondo regime. First we derive an effective cotunneling
or Kondo model for a system with three electrons distributed
on the three orbitals. From this effective low-energy model
we then proceed to calculate the I-V characteristics to lead-
ing second order in the cotunneling amplitude. In Sec. III
we discuss some of the salient transport features of this sys-
tem, and in Sec. IV we discuss the CNT and the InAs data
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. In this context we point out addi-
tional properties of such samples which can be read off the
dI-dV characteristic.
II. EFFECTIVE LOW-ENERGY KONDO MODEL
The three-orbital Anderson model corresponding to the
setup in Fig. 1 is written as
H = Hlead + Hdot + Htun. 1
The leads are described by the noninteracting Hamiltonian
Hlead = 
=L,R

k
k − ck
† ck, 2
where =L ,R labels the leads, assumed to be in equilibrium
at chemical potentials . The operator ck
† creates an elec-
tron in lead  of momentum k and spin . A simple constant
interaction model is used to describe the quantum dot itself
in terms of three nondegenerate orbitals with one common
Coulomb repulsion UEC:
Hdot = 
n
nfn† fn +
1
2
U
n

m
fn† fnfm
† fm − 1 ,
3
where n , m=1,2 ,3 label the orbitals on the dot, and fn†
creates an electron in orbital n with spin  and with energy
n=n−
1
2gBB, where 21+ and 3=2+, with
level splittings denoted by  and . Finally, the tunneling
Hamiltonian,
Htun = 
=L,R

n
tnc
† fn + H.c. ,
describes the coupling of the leads to the dot via six inde-
pendent tunneling amplitudes tn see illustration in Fig. 1.
For later convenience, we have introduced the local
conduction-electron operators c
†
=kck
†
.
We now restrict our attention to the Kondo regime in
which all three orbitals are sufficiently narrow compared to
the charging energy to effectively suppress all charge fluc-
tuations, leaving the dot with a well-defined occupation of
three electrons in three orbitals. Since the experimental data
in Figs. 2 and 3 do not resolve higher-lying peaks corre-
sponding to excited states with two electrons in orbital 3, we
shall simplify our model further by also omitting these
higher-lying three-particle states. In the experiments, the co-
tunneling thresholds for these higher-lying states must be
comparable to the charging energy and are therefore masked
by charge fluctuations. As mentioned earlier, this is a typical
problem of the relatively large quantum dots compared to
single-molecule junctions which provide a rather poor sepa-
ration of energy scales. Altogether, we are now left with an
effective low-energy Hilbert space spanned by the six lowest
lying three-electron states:
s	 = f2† f1↓† f1↑† vac	 ,
h	 = f2↓† f2↑† f1† vac	 ,
p	 = f3† f1↓† f1↑† vac	 . 4
We label these three-body states by indices a ,b= 
s ,h , p
i.e., 
spin, hole, particle, together with the spin index 
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FIG. 2. Color online Differential conductance, G, as a function
of bias voltage, Vsd, for an InAs-wire based quantum dot at T
=0.3 K. The data were taken at magnetic fields perpendicular to
the wire B=0 thick, 0.1 dotted, . . . , 0.9 T red, and the curves
were offset by 0.008 e2 /h for clarity. The data were taken for an
odd occupied Coulomb diamond at gate voltage Vg=−2.35 V Ref.
5.
FIG. 3. Color online Differential conductance, dI /dV, as a
function of bias voltage, V, for a carbon nanotube quantum dot at
T=0.08 K. The data were taken at magnetic fields perpendicular to
the tube B=0 thick, 0.1 dotted, 1 thin, 2 , 3 , . . . , 9 , 10 T
red, and the curves were offset by 0.008 e2 /h for clarity. The data
were taken for an odd occupied Coulomb diamond at gate voltage
Vg=−4.96 V Ref. 8. Note that at finite magnetic fields features
are broadened due to noise induced by the magnet power supply.
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= 
↑ ,↓. The notation is obvious from the illustration of the
states in Fig. 4.
The energies of these states are
Es = 21 + 2 + 3U −
1
2
gBB ,
Eh = 1 + 22 + 3U −
1
2
gBB ,
Ep = 21 + 3 + 3U −
1
2
gBB . 5
In the case of equidistant energy levels, Eh=Ep and the two
excited states, corresponding to, respectively, an electron
moved to orbital 3 or a hole moved to orbital 1, are degen-
erate. The energy 2 is set by tuning the voltage on a gate
and here we choose it such that the three-particle state will
be lower in energy than both the two- and the four-particle
states, that is:
E2e− = 21 + U E3e−,
E4e− = 21 + 22 + 6U E3e−. 6
In the following, we shall choose 2=−5 /2U, which places
the system at the particle-hole symmetric point where E4e−
−E3e− =E2e− −E3e− =U /2, with E3e− =Es as the ground state.
In order to eliminate charge fluctuations from the three-
orbital Anderson model 1, we employ a generalized
Schrieffer-Wolff transformation13 which serves to eliminate
the tunneling term, Htun, and retains only terms of second
order in the tunneling amplitudes in the form of an effective
cotunneling or Kondo Hamiltonian:
Heff = Hlead + 
a
Eaa	a + Hint. 7
The effective interaction now takes the form of a spin/orbital
exchange term:
Hint = 
,ab


J
ab 12Sab ·  − Pˆ abc† c, 8
in terms of the vector of Pauli matrices, , the spin operator
for the quantum dot
Sab =
1
2

a	b , 9
and the potential scattering term Pˆ ab= Pˆ ab
inel+ Pˆ ab
el
, which con-
sists of an inelastic scattering which involves a change in the
orbital state
Pˆ ab
inel
=
1
4
a,sb,p + a,pb,s − a,sb,h − a,hb,s

a	b ,
10
and the elastic scattering which occurs via empty levels, i.e.,
level 3 for s	 and h	 and level 2 for p	,
Pˆ ab
el
=
1
4
a,b
a˜
a˜,sa,p + a˜,ha,p + a˜,pa,s

a˜	a˜ .
11
To lowest order a transition between the excited states p	
and h	 is not possible.
A constant energy offset arising in the Schrieffer-Wolff
transformation is neglected and so are further potential scat-
tering terms. These lead only to a constant offset in the dif-
ferential conductance of the order of  /U2, which can be
neglected in our qualitative study. Details of the calculation,
including the expression for the coupling functions J
ab
, are
given in Appendix A.
Note that when calculating the effective cotunneling am-
plitudes in Appendix A, we retain the differences in energy
denominators of the different amplitudes, i.e., at this stage
we do not make the approximation that U	. The accord-
ing differences in amplitudes express the broken orbital sym-
metry of the model even with all six tunneling amplitudes
being equal. Nevertheless, in order for the Schrieffer-Wolff
transformation to be meaningful, we must demand these dif-
ferences to be small, and in all our numerical calculations we
therefore choose a large charging energy U100 which
effectively makes all energy denominators equal. In other
words, retaining  in the denominators of the cotunneling
amplitudes would require a more careful treatment of charge
fluctuations.
III. NONEQUILIBRIUM PERTURBATION THEORY
When the bias voltage is large enough to populate the
excited states on the dot, these will no longer be thermally
occupied.14,15 This effect is incorporated in the Keldysh com-
FIG. 4. Color online Illustration of the three lowest lying en-
ergy states that are taken into account in the effective cotunneling
model of the three-orbital Anderson model. From left to right: spin,
hole, and particle states.
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ponent Dyson equation expressed in terms of nonequilibrium
Green’s functions16,17 with self-energies calculated to leading
second order in the effective cotunneling amplitudes or ex-
change couplings 
FJ
ab 1. Following the approach taken in
Ref. 15, we employ a pseudofermion representation for the
dot states with operators defined by da
† 0	a	 and
0daa, and subject to the constraint Q=a,da† da
=1. The constraint is enforced with the aid of a Lagrange
multiplier , included as an additional term, H
=a,da
† da, in the Hamiltonian.18 The exact projection to
the physical Hilbert space is effected by taking the limit 
→. We shall need the nonequilibrium Green’s functions:
Gab,, = − iTCKdadb
† 	 , 12
G,, = − iTCKcc
† 	 , 13
with TCK being the time-ordering operator along the Keldysh
contour. Calligraphic letters denote pseudofermion while
italic letters denote conduction-electron Green’s functions.
The retarded and advanced Green’s functions can be cal-
culated like in the equilibrium case directly from the Dyson
equation. The pseudofermion spectral function is obtained
from the imaginary part of the retarded Green’s function,
Aaa, = − 2 Im 1
 − a − aa,
R  , 14
and takes the approximate form of a Lorentzian at the
resonance frequency a=a+ and of width aa,
=−2 Imaa,
R . Since the spectral function appears in later
evaluations only in convolution with functions that vary on a
larger energy scale than aa,, we approximate it by a simple
delta function:
Aaa, = 2 − a . 15
The lesser function is found from the quantum Boltzmann
equation QBE, or generalized Kadanoff-Baym equation:
aa,Gaa,  = Aaa,aa,  . 16
Within the delta-function quasiparticle approximation for
the spectral function, this equation can be solved using the
following ansatz:
Gaa,  = inaAa , 17
through which the QBE takes the form of a simple rate equa-
tion.
The conduction electrons are assumed to remain in ther-
mal equilibrium and are therefore characterized simply by
their respective chemical potentials together with a simple
flatband approximation for the momentum-summed spectral
functions, or local conduction-electron density of states
DOS at the contact,
A = 2
FD −  , 18
in terms of the DOS at the Fermi surface, 
F, and half band-
width D.
A. Nonequilibrium occupation numbers
In writing the QBE in Eq. 16, we have tacitly assumed
the pseudofermion self-energies to be diagonal in both spin
and orbital indices. Neglecting spin-orbit interactions spin is
a conserved quantum number and the self-energy will there-
fore be diagonal in this index. This does not hold for the
orbital quantum number a and off-diagonal terms, ab,, can
arise. Nevertheless, in the regime studied here for which the
level splittings  ,  are assumed to be much larger than
level broadenings, a, energy conservation suppresses such
off-diagonal terms and the self-energy can safely be assumed
to be diagonal. For an example in which off-diagonal contri-
butions remain important, we refer the interested reader to
Ref. 19.
Thus neglecting off-diagonal self-energies and using Eq.
17, the QBE in Eq. 16 takes the following form:
na = i
a
 a
aa
. 19
The self-energy a
 itself depends on the occupation num-
bers and this therefore constitutes a set of six coupled equa-
tions for six unknown occupation numbers. These equations
are underdetermined and should therefore be solved together
with the constraint Q=ana=1. More details of the actual
calculation of pseudofermion self-energies are given in Ap-
pendix B.
B. Cotunneling current
We obtain the current operator directly from the time de-
rivative of the density operator at the contact in the left lead,
say see Ref. 15 and references therein. With nL=cL
† cL,
one finds
jL = e
dnL
dt
=
ie

nL,Hint
= 
ab,
12Sab · JLRab cL† cR − JRLab cR† cL
+ Pˆ ab,JLR
ab cL
† cR − JRL
ab cR
† cL . 20
In terms of the correlation functions,
D
spin, = − iTCK 
ab,
J
ab Sab
1
2
c
† c ,
D,
pot , = − iTCK
ab
J
ab Pˆ abc
† c ,
DLR
tot , = DLR
spin, + DLR
pot, , 21
the expectation value of the current is given in lowest order
in the couplings JLR
ab by
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jL	 = −
4e
h
ReDLR
tot,, = 2 
2 e
h

F
2 
ab,
JLRab JRLba
 2 + 
c=p,h
a,sb,c + a,cb,s
naYb − a − eV − nbYa − b + eV
+ eVJLR
aa JRL
aa
a˜
na˜,a,pa˜,s + a,pa˜,h + a,sa˜,p
22
where Yx=xnBx and nBx=1 / expx /2T−1 denotes
the Bose distribution. The sum goes over all possible states
a ,b= 
s ,h , p, which are weighted according to the nonequi-
librium occupation numbers nb.
IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Tuning the six different tunneling amplitudes, the two dif-
ferent level spacings and external magnetic field allows for a
large variety of cotunneling I-V characteristics. With an eye
toward the experiments mentioned in the introduction, we
shall discuss a few of the salient features. Since we restrict
our calculations to leading-order perturbation theory, we do
not address the interesting question of Kondo correlations in
neither the zero-bias peak nor any of the finite-bias conduc-
tance peaks.
A. Occupation numbers
Results for the occupation numbers are shown in Fig. 5.
For convenience we perform the calculations with a small
thermal smearing. Nevertheless, the temperature is chosen
far smaller than any other energy scale in the problem T
=0.001 throughout and all plots can be thought of as cor-
responding to T=0. For finite magnetic field and zero-bias
voltage the ground state, s↑	, is occupied with probability
one. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the other states become popu-
lated for larger voltages and in the limit V→ all states will
be equally occupied. Interorbital transitions play a role as
soon as the voltage becomes larger than  or , which is the
energy needed to excite, respectively, an electron into a
higher-lying level or a hole into a lower-lying level. For
equidistant levels = these excitations are identical and
we find nh=np.
In Fig. 6 we show the same occupation numbers as in Fig.
5 but now calculated for different tunnel couplings to the left
lead. Again, the ground state is partially depleted with in-
creasing voltage but due to the asymmetric couplings a clear
asymmetry in bias is observed. For negative bias, only the p
states are being populated due to a strong s	→ p	 cotun-
neling amplitude proportional to tL2tR3=3. The s	→ h	 am-
plitude is proportional to tL1tR2=1 /3 and therefore only
hardly pumped at all. For positive bias, the situation is re-
versed since pHints	 tL3tR2=1 is now much smaller than
hHints	 tR1tL2=3, whereby it is nh which rises with volt-
age. Notice also that since hHintp	=0 there are no direct
transitions between the two excited states, whereby an incipi-
ent occupation of h	 will be accompanied by a deletion of s	
and thereby further prohibit the pumping of p	.
For the asymmetric tunnel couplings chosen for Fig. 6,
one can also observe a population inversion at positive bias.
That is, for eV+gBB, nh↑ increases rapidly and stays
larger than the ground-state occupation ns↑ for an extended
bias range. The positive bias demands electrons to predomi-
nantly jump from the left lead onto the dot and from the dot
into the right lead. Therefore, tL2	 tL1 will make the
s	→ h	 much more likely than the h	→ s	 transition at
positive bias and the dot gets stuck in the excited state h	. As
we shall argue later, this excited state does not sustain as
high a current as the ground state and therefore this popula-
tion inversion will in fact lead to regions of negative differ-
ential conductance NDC.
FIG. 5. Color online Occupation numbers of the spin, hole,
and particle states in the three-level Anderson model for symmetric
coupling to the leads, tn=0.1U /
F. For a clear separation of en-
ergy scales, the temperature is chosen small, T /=0.001, and the
levels are clearly separated,  /=2. The dashed lines indicate the
transition energies 
gBB , ,gBB , ,gBB in 
blue,
black, red for a finite magnetic field of B /=0.25.
FIG. 6. Color online Occupation numbers of the spin, hole,
and particle states in the three-level Anderson model for nonsym-
metric coupling to the leads, i.e., tL2 / tRn=3, tL3 / tRn=1, and
tL1 / tRn=1 /3, where tRn=0.1U /
F. With the same finite magnetic
field B /=0.25, level splitting  /=2, and temperature T /
=0.01 as in Fig. 5, we observe an occupation inversion around eV
+B since nh↑ becomes higher occupied than the ground state
ns↑. This blocking of transitions and the cascade effect appearing at
−gBB are discussed in the main text. Gridlines refer to various
thresholds: gBB blue, 
 ,gBB black, and 
− ,
−gBB red.
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The “direct” threshold for populating h ,↑	 is given by
eV=. Nevertheless, from Fig. 6 it is seen that nh↑ starts
growing already at eV=−gBB. This slightly lower “indi-
rect” threshold is due to a cascade effect in which s ,↓	 is
populated for VgBB and from there the threshold to h ,↑	
is now only −gBB instead of . Further cascade effects are
observed at eV= instead of the direct threshold +gBB
which is the threshold for the transition s ,↓	→ h ,↓	. A simi-
lar effect for np, is observed at negative bias, with indirect
thresholds already at eV=−−gBB and eV=−. Notice
that these effects are just barely visible for symmetric cou-
plings as in Fig. 5. As we shall see in the next subsection,
these cascade effects show up as small steps in the nonlinear
conductance.
B. Cotunneling conductance
In Fig. 7 we show the differential conductance for the
same parameter set as in Fig. 5. As expected, we find a step
in dI /dV whenever a new level enters the voltage window.
Furthermore, as pointed out in Refs. 15 and 20, the voltage
dependence of the nonequilibrium occupation numbers pro-
motes these conductance steps to pointed cusps. Since we are
limiting our calculations to second-order perturbation theory,
these plots do not take into account the possible Kondo en-
hancement of these cusps. Nevertheless, the tendency is
known from previous calculations: each cusp in the differen-
tial conductance to second order is logarithmically
enhanced15 and these logarithmic divergences are contained
roughly by the inverse lifetime of the excited state involved
in the relevant inelastic cotunneling process.21,22
1. Cascade induced side peaks
Even for the symmetric couplings in Fig. 7, we observe
extra steps reflecting the aforementioned cascade effect. For
example, the red dashed curve with gBB=0.25 shows
extra steps both at eV=−gBB s ,↓	→ h ,↑	 and at eV
=−gBB s ,↓	→ p ,↑	. Notice that the cascade effect is
only visible for B0, and disappears when 2gBB
since nh,↑np,↑ is then occupied before ns,↓.
More investigations are necessary in clarifying to what
extent these cascade features in the conductance will be en-
hanced by the Kondo effect but even a small additional step
as seen in Fig. 7 can have important bearings for interpreting
experiments in which the internal dot or molecule states are
not known in advance. Judging from the magnetic-field de-
pendence, the three transitions at eV=−gBB , ,+gBB
seen in Fig. 7 imagine for a moment that 	 could in
fact be misinterpreted as direct transitions between a spin-
doublet ground state and an excited S=3 /2 state, as illus-
trated by the energy diagrams in Fig. 8.23 This example
shows that a spin-spectrum read off from B-dependent in-
elastic cotunneling lines in a diamond plot dI /dV vs Vg and
Vsd should be interpreted with some care, especially when
enhancing the lines by plotting higher derivatives of the cur-
rent.
2. Negative differential conductance
In Fig. 9 we plot the conductance for the parameters used
in Fig. 6 and with varying values for the tunneling ampli-
tudes from the left lead to orbitals 1 and 2, respectively. As in
Fig. 6, we observe a pronounced asymmetry in bias voltage,
and with the largest difference in couplings to orbitals 1 and
2 black/solid curve, we observe a sudden drop to negative
differential conductance for eV. As mentioned before, the
NDC is driven by the population inversion between s	 and
h	. As argued in the previous section, the positive bias drives
the dot into the excited state h	, and since for these param-
eters this state leads to a lower current than s	, the current
decreases and we observe the NDC. The poor cotunneling
across the dot in the state h	 is a simple consequence of the
double occupancy of the well-coupled orbital 2, which de-
mands that orbital 2 is emptied to the right lead before it can
be filled from the left, thus making use of the strong coupling
tL2=3. In contrast, starting in s	 one can also fill in an elec-
tron in orbital 2 from the left lead first and then tunnel out
into the right lead from either orbital 2 or from orbital 1, thus
FIG. 7. Color online Dependence of the differential conduc-
tance dI /dV on the applied bias voltage in units of eV / for various
strengths of the magnetic field gBB /=0,0.25,0.5,0.75. The
quantum dot is coupled symmetrically to the lead with the param-
eters given in Fig. 5. The kinks at −gBB and −gBB
originate from the occupation of excited states due to the cascade
effect.
1/2
-1/2
1/2
-1/2
1/2
-1/2
1/2
-1/2
-3/2
3/2
S=1/2 S=3/2
δδ
FIG. 8. Color online Comparison of direct and indirect transi-
tions with a doublet ground state and an excited doublet or quartet,
respectively, at finite magnetic field. Cascade effect provides an
indirect transition in the former, at energy −gBB, which matches
a direct transition in the latter.
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allowing more current-carrying tunneling processes involv-
ing tL2=3.
Thus a sufficiently strong difference in coupling to two of
the orbitals will cause a population inversion with a con-
comitant decrease in the current as bias is increased. For
intermediate coupling asymmetry, we see from the other
curves in Fig. 9 that the NDC disappears while an asymme-
try in bias remains.
V. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTS
A. Experiments on carbon nanotube
The data shown in Fig. 3 were recorded on the same
sample as was discussed in Ref. 8. In fact, this is the neigh-
boring charge state to the even number occupied state stud-
ied in that work. In Ref. 8, some of the present authors ob-
tained a very gratifying fit to the inelastic cotunneling line
reflecting a strong transition from singlet ground to an ex-
cited triplet state. In particular, it was argued that the very
sharp cotunneling line could only arise from the joint effect
of nonequilibrium pumping finite-bias occupations of the
triplet state and substantial logarithmic enhancements from
the nonequilibrium Kondo effect.
As already stated, we shall not embark on higher order
perturbation theory in this paper, which means that we
should not expect to obtain any quantitative agreement with
the data in Fig. 3. Nevertheless, since basically all param-
eters were fixed by the fit in Ref. 8, we shall assume that
these remain largely unchanged when passing on to the
neighboring charge state and use them as input for a numeri-
cal evaluation of the nonlinear conductance there. The result
is shown in Fig. 10 and the gross features such as bias-
voltage asymmetry and B-field splittings match those of Fig.
3 quite well, albeit with a complete lack of sharp finite-bias
peaks, as expected. The parameters from Ref. 8 were tunnel
couplings of the two lowest lying levels of 
tL1 , tL2 , tR1 , tR2
= 
0.032,0.028,0.108,0.063U /
F see Fig. 4 in Ref. 8, an
orbital splitting of 1.5 meV, a charging energy of U
3.0 meV, and a higher-lying level at =−
3.1 meV, with  being the single-particle level spacing in
the nanotube. Since U, charge excitations set in before
orbital 3 is reached and this latter orbital is therefore not
included in the calculation.
B. Experiments on InAs nanowires
The data shown in Fig. 2 constitute the first observation of
Kondo effect in InAs-nanowire quantum dots and were dis-
cussed by some of the present authors in Ref. 5. Already in
that paper the three-orbital model was invoked to explain the
finite-bias peaks flanking the zero-bias Kondo peak and, as
mentioned in the introduction, this experiment was the main
motivation for this more detailed investigation of that model.
Apart from the zero-bias Kondo peak, it is the sharp
finite-bias peaks which dominate these data: a very strong
peak close to eV=−1.4 meV together with a somewhat
weaker peak close to eV=1.1 meV cf. Fig. 2. This asym-
metry in bias voltage was not addressed in Ref. 5 but as we
shall argue it can readily be understood in terms of an asym-
metry in tunneling amplitudes of orbital 2 to source and
drain. The excited state, giving the strong sequential tunnel-
ing line in the upper left corner of Fig. 11a, is ascribed to
the excited three-particle state with one electron in orbital 3
instead of orbital 2. This line connects to the inelastic cotun-
neling line at positive bias inside the N=3 diamond s	
→ p	 transition. From this we infer that 1.1 meV. No-
tice that a sequential tunneling line corresponding to a tran-
sition from the N=2 ground state to the N=3 h	 state is only
possible to higher order in the tunneling amplitudes and is
therefore strongly suppressed in the experimental data. The
inelastic cotunneling line at negative bias can now be as-
cribed to an N=3 s	→ h	 transition at energy 
1.4 meV. This is again consistent with the lower left cor-
ner of Fig. 11a showing that this line connects to a very
strong sequential tunneling line which must correspond to a
FIG. 9. Color online Differential conductance dI /dV of the
nonsymmetric three-level Anderson model with three electrons for
the parameters given in Fig. 6. The four different set of parameters
correspond to the ratio of tL2 / tRn= 
3,2 ,1.5,1 with tL1 / tRn
=1 / tL2 / tRn= 
1 /3,1 /2,2 /3,1, respectively. The parameter set
with tL2 / tRn=3 and tL1 / tRn=1 /3 corresponding to Fig. 6 shows
NDC at the voltage values corresponding to an inversion of occu-
pation probabilities.
FIG. 10. Color online Modeling of the CNT QD analyzed in
Ref. 8 as measured in the neighboring diamond, i.e., Fig. 3, where
orbital scattering is observed at =1.5 meV. Further parameters of
the plot are 
tL1 , tL2 , tR1 , tR2= 
0.032,0.028,0.108,0.063U /
F,
B=0,0.14, . . .1.4 meV, and T=81 mK0.008 meV. The conduc-
tance is given in arbitrary units and the curves are offset for clarity.
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transition from the N=4 ground state to the N=3 h	 state. At
this point it is the N=3 p	 state which is not directly
coupled to the N=4 ground state and hence suppressed in the
data.
In Fig. 11c, we show the result of solving a set of semi-
classical rate equations. The dark lines correspond to high
conductance arbitrary units due to sequential tunneling
only. We do not attempt a six parameter fit of Fig. 11a, and
tunneling amplitudes are therefore chosen with a very simple
asymmetry, assuming that only orbital 2 is coupled in a spe-
cial way. This choice of parameters captures some, but not
all, of the gross features of the data in Fig. 11a.
The question remains why there is only one and not two
inelastic cotunneling peaks seen at both positive and nega-
tive biases. As demonstrated by the calculation shown in Fig.
12, however, the observed asymmetry in bias voltage can be
understood quite simply as orbital 2 being asymmetrically
coupled to the source and drain electrodes. Notice that it is
the nearly equidistant levels in the InAs-wire quantum dot
which prompts us to incorporate the effects of both h and p
excited states. For asymmetric couplings the =1.1 meV
and =1.4 meV peaks in Fig. 12 dominate for positive and
negative voltages, respectively, in contrast to symmetric cou-
pling where both can be observed. The small steps observed
for zero temperature blue/solid curve are washed out for
large temperature smearing red/dashed curve and the non-
linear conductance is now asymmetric with respect to volt-
age. For a larger difference in the effective  and , as is
typical for carbon nanotube quantum dots where  would be
the subband splitting and  would be of the order of the
single-particle level spacing =+, the p	 state would
most often be masked by charge fluctuations, i.e.,  will
often be comparable to the charging energy, EC.
As demonstrated recently in the experiment by Csonka et
al.,10 the strong spin-orbit coupling in InAs can give rise to
very different g factors for neighboring quantum dot orbitals
or energy levels. In that experiment this was brought out
particularly clear by a modulation of the orbitals by an addi-
tional top gate. Fixing the top-gate voltage and adjusting the
back gate, it was shown that two neighboring levels could
have g factors of 1.9 and 10, respectively. It is interesting to
note that such a difference in g factors would give rise to an
apparent B dependence of the level spacings. In our model,
we would expect the following B-dependent inelastic cotun-
neling thresholds:
˜B = Eh↑ − Es↑ =  + g2 − g1BB/2,
˜B = Ep↑ − Es↑ =  + g2 − g3BB/2.
In Ref. 5, a detailed investigation of the splitting of both the
zero-bias Kondo peak and the finitepositive-bias cotunnel-
ing peak with magnetic field indeed revealed two different g
factors. Interpreting the finite-bias cotunneling as above, we
can thus infer from Ref. 5 that orbital 2 has g2=7.7 and
orbital 3 has g3=8.5. This difference is rather small and
would cause a largely negligible shift of roughly 0.02 meV
of  at largest applied fields 0.9 T. In Fig. 13 we show the
result of a calculation with slightly different g factors by a
factor of 2. This is the cause of the slight shift of the main
kink in the blue solid curve to a value above eV=. The
observation of such B-dependent cotunneling thresholds thus
provides an interesting consistency check on the difference
in g factors of two neighboring orbitals.
In closing, we note that the diamond plot in the upper left
panel of Fig. 11 has a few strong-coupling irregularities
which we do not address in this paper. First of all, the inelas-
tic cotunneling lines display a slight dependence on gate
voltage. This is a feature which was investigated in detail for
a carbon nanotube quantum dot in Ref. 9, where it was ex-
plained in terms of second-order tunneling renormalization
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FIG. 11. Color online a and b Plot of dI /dV vs gate and
bias voltage for the InAs-wire quantum dot with B=0 and 0.25 T,
respectively. Strong tunnel coupling perturb the Coulomb-blockade
diamond and particularly strong sequential tunneling lines are
clearly present thick dark lines in the region with a mixture of two
and three electrons on the dot. c Calculation of the sequential
tunneling lines from solving semiclassical rate equations conduc-
tance in arbitrary units bringing out some of the main lines and
indicating the states which are involved in the dominant transitions
and which are involved in the cotunneling for N=3. Parameters are
=1.4 meV, =1.1 meV, T=300 mK, U=3 meV, tL1= tR1= tL3
= tR3=1, tL2=0.4, and tR2=2.5.
FIG. 12. Color online Plot of dI /dV vs bias voltage, V, calcu-
lated within second-order perturbation theory. Parameters are cho-
sen so as to approximately match the voltage asymmetry brought
out by the experiment compare Fig. 11. Parameters are B=0, 
=1.4 meV, =1.1 meV, and T=0.001 meV blue/solid curve.
The black dashed-dotted curve corresponds to all equal tunneling
amplitudes and the red dashed curve is the same as the blue solid
but with temperature corresponding to the experiment Texp
=300 mK0.025 meV.
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with energy denominators depending on gate voltage. Sec-
ond, the inelastic cotunneling line at positive bias, which we
assigned to the excited p state, appears to continue straight
through the sequential tunneling region mixing N=3 and N
=4 states. At this point we merely speculate that this is re-
lated to a very strongly coupled orbital 3, which might allow
the partially populated N=4 states to conduct via virtual
transitions to the N=5 state. How, and if, this would work
out in detail will be assessed in future work.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have analyzed the inelastic cotunneling
spectroscopy of a system with three electrons distributed
among three orbitals. Starting from the three-orbital Ander-
son model in the Coulomb-blockade regime, we have pro-
jected out charge fluctuations and derived an effective cotun-
neling Kondo model describing elastic as well as inelastic
tunneling induced transitions between different orbital and
spin states of the impurity or quantum dot in the N=3 charge
state. By treating all tunnel couplings independently we can
study asymmetric behavior inherent to most of the experi-
mental samples.
All calculations were performed within second-order non-
equilibrium perturbation theory, and the bias dependent non-
equilibrium occupations of the impurity states were shown to
give rise to marked cusps at voltages matching the different
transitions. We demonstrate how a bias induced cascade in
the occupations can lead to indirect transitions between two
excited states. Furthermore, we find that certain asymmetries
in the tunneling amplitudes of the three orbitals can lead to a
population inversion, which in turn can be accompanied by
lines of cotunneling NDC.
We have revisited the carbon nanotube data from Ref. 8
with focus on an odd occupied charge state. Importing the
tunnel couplings inferred from Ref. 8, we confirm the asym-
metry in the conductance strength at positive and negative
biases. These parameters lead to steps at finite bias at the
orbital transitions, and we believe that the experimentally
observed peaks are mainly due to logarithmic enhancements
from a nonequilibrium Kondo effect.
We have also analyzed the InAs-wire data from Ref. 5 in
greater detail and provided an explanation of the bias asym-
metry in peak positions. This was understood as a slight
difference in the two level spacings together with an asym-
metry in the tunnel coupling of orbital 2 to source and drain
electrodes. This asymmetry in couplings was roughly consis-
tent with the overall stability diagram for the N=3 diamond,
as confirmed by a semiclassical rate-equation calculation. Fi-
nally, we have pointed to an additional consequence of
strong spin-orbit coupling in the InAs wires, namely, the ap-
parent B dependence of the level spacing caused by different
g factors for different orbitals. In the present experiment this
difference was too small to give a noticeable effect but with
differences as quoted in Ref. 10 it should be a pronounced
effect.24 Possible further influence of strong spin-orbit cou-
pling on the cotunneling spectroscopy of inelastic spin and
orbital transitions constitutes an interesting problem on its
own right and will be addressed in a separate publication.
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APPENDIX A: SCHRIEFFER-WOLFF TRANSFORMATION
AND COUPLING CONSTANTS
In this work we concentrate on the physics inside a Cou-
lomb diamond where the three-level quantum dot is occupied
by exactly three electrons. All virtual processes to two or
four electron states can be treated perturbatively and lead to
a Kondo-like interaction and potential scattering terms.
Using a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation13 we find to sec-
ond order in the tunneling Hamiltonian Htun the interaction
Hamiltonian
Hint = 
,;n,m


tmtn c† fm 1Ea − E4e− fn† c
+ tm
 tnfm† c
1
Ea − E2e−
c
† fn ,
which can be rewritten as
FIG. 13. Color online Plot of dI /dV vs bias voltage, V, calcu-
lated within second-order perturbation theory for symmetric cou-
pling to the leads and neglecting the particle state EC. The g
factors are different for the two involved levels: g2=2g1. The orbital
peak moves toward higher voltages such as 1−g1 /g2g2BB /2
with increasing magnetic field g2BB /= 
0,0.25,0.75. The red
dashed curve at g2BB /=0.75 illustrates that the shift is also
observable at a temperature corresponding to the experiment Texp
=300 mK0.025 meV.
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Hint = 
,;n,m


 tmtn
n + 3U
−
tn
 tm
m + 2U
c† cfn† fm
− 
,;n,m


n,m
tmtn

n + 3U
c
† c. A1
The Kondo exchange interaction for the levels n , m
= 
1,2 ,3 and thus for the orbital states a , b= 
s ,h , p can
straightforwardly be read off this expression
J
11
= J
hh
= 2 t1t1
1 + 3U
−
t1
 t1
1 + 2U
 ,
J
22
= J
ss
= 2 t2t2
2 + 3U
−
t2
 t2
2 + 2U
 ,
J
33
= J
pp
= 2 t3t3
3 + 3U
−
t3
 t3
3 + 2U
 ,
J
12
= J
sh
= 2 t2t1
1 + 3U
−
t1
 t2
2 + 2U
 ,
J
21
= J
hs
= 2 t1t2
2 + 3U
−
t2
 t1
1 + 2U
 ,
J
32
= J
ps
= 2 t2t3
3 + 3U
−
t3
 t2
2 + 2U
 ,
J
23
= J
sp
= 2 t3t2
2 + 3U
−
t2
 t3
3 + 2U
 ,
which leads to the interaction Hamiltonian as defined in the
main text. Note that the potential scattering which changes
the orbital index is of the same strength as the spin Kondo
scattering with an orbital change, J
h/p,s
. In lowest order, i.e.,
involving two hopping processes, there is no transition be-
tween the hole and the particle state and we assume for the
following
J
hp
= J
ph
= 0.
Furthermore we disregard a constant shift due to the fol-
lowing potential scattering contribution,
Hpot scat = −
1
2 C c† c ,
since it is negligibly small at the particle-hole symmetric
point 2=−5 /2U,
C =  t1t1
1 + 3U
+
t1t1

1 + 2U
 +  t2t2
2 + 3U
+
t2t2

2 + 2U

+  t3t3
3 + 3U
+
t3t3

3 + 2U

= t1t1
 2
U/22 − 2
− t3t3
 2
U/22 − 2
.
This constant offset in the current of order  /U2 is neglected
in our calculation.
APPENDIX B: CALCULATION OF THE SELF-ENERGIES
The Green’s functions for the orbital states a , b
= 
s ,h , p are calculated by an expansion in the interaction
Hamiltonian
Gab,,
= − iTCKdadb
† 	0
+ − i2
CK
d1TCKdaHint1db
† 	0
+
− i3
2 CK d1d2TCKdaHint1Hint2db† 	0
+ OHint3  . B1
The linear order does not contribute since it contains the
expectation value of s	 which is zero if the spin in the
leads are not polarized. In the case of ferromagnetic leads
this order has to be taken into account but in our setup the
leading order is second order in the coupling.
We get contributions from the spin part of the interaction
Hamiltonian and of the potential scattering part. A mixing
between both parts does not appear in second order due to
the convolution of the leads contribution.
For example the spin part is given by Einstein’s sum
rule
G
ab,
2,spin,
=
i
2 d1d21411i1 22i2
 TCKc1
† 1c11c2
† 2c22	0
 TCKdaJ
a1b1Sa1b1
i1 1J
a2b2 Sa2b2
i2 2db
† 	0.
The conduction-electron spins contract to
G
0 1,2G
02,1 .
Since the leads are not magnetic, the conduction-electron
Green’s functions does not depend on spin and the sum over
the spins acts only on the  matrices and we can thus intro-
duce the conduction-electron-spin susceptibility 2 ,1
=G
02 ,1G
01 ,2.
As discussed before there can in general be solutions with
ab which we neglect in this setup.19 The result for the
diagonal Green’s function yields finally the second-order
self-energy by comparison with the Dyson series:
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a1,2 =
1
16
J
ab J
ba + J
ba J
ab 2,12
+ ,Pa,bGb1,2 + ael 1,2 ,
where the inelastic and elastic potential scattering contribu-
tions are defined as
Pab = a,sb,p + b,sa,p + a,sb,h + b,sa,h ,
a
el 1,2 =
1
8a˜
J
a˜a˜ J
a˜a˜ 2,1Ga1,2
a˜,pa,h + a˜,sa,p + a˜,pa,s .
Note that in the rate equation a
el does not contribute since it
does not contain transitions between states.
The self-energy components needed in Eq. 19 are now
readily obtained from analytical continuation using the Lan-
greth rules.
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